
Sabio solves this challenge by providing full 

transparency at scale, to ensure your ads are seen 

when TV screens are powered on and in use. 

PROTECT YOUR CTV AD SPEND
WITH SABIO

Connected TV is the fastest-growing video ad platform. As CTV 
ad spend continues to rise, the understanding of measurability 
in ad performance has become increasingly vital for advertisers 
to validate their media spend. 

Since televisions are not personal use devices like smartphones 
or laptops, questions on whether the ad is viewed at all, let alone 
by the right person are o�en talked about. Video completion 
rates are currently used as the best proxy for viewability, but it 
might not always tell the full story. 

While many advertisers assume their CTV ads are viewed by default, 
they may be running on dead screens—playing content and commercials 
while TV screens are turned o� or le� on while someone is away or sleeping. 

MEASURING CTV AD PERFORMANCE

SABIO’S SOLUTION
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Real-time campaign optimizations 
to ensure high viewability

Provide granular insights on 
campaign performance

Accept preferred and block lists for 
inventory customization 

Ads are only displayed when TV 
Screens are powered on 

Ads won't be displayed a�er the 
device is inactive for 4 hours 

Serve ads only on apps / sites that 
have passed our benchmarks for 
fraud, brand safety & viewability 

ENSURE YOUR AD IS SEEN 

INCREASE TRANSPARENCY

ABOUT US
Sabio is a CTV platform, providing customizable, e�ective, and easy-to-use ad solutions. Our technology 

leverages mobile data to create custom audiences delivered across 55MM validated households. 

Sabio is a Certified Minority-Owned business supporting DE&I e�orts since our inception in 2014. To learn more, contact sales@sabio.inc or 
visit www.sabio.inc.

SABIO'S SOLUTIONS ARE PROVIDED BY:

 THE ACQUISITION OF THE INTEGRATION OF 


